
 

 
DRAWING -  REFINING FORMS  

 
 
 
POINT 

Stone Age: pre-human and stone-tools. 

Subjects without predicates. 

Points of view. 

Potential energy. 

 

LINE 

Antiquity: stand-up man – the spine 

The totem: stone-matter. 

Subjects and predicates. 

Writing and history born. 

Lines of thinking. 

 

PLANE 

Medieval Age: stone-men. 

Predicates. 

Flat world. 

 

VOLUME 

Renaissance: man. 

Precious stones. 

New borderlines, perspectives. 

Round world. 

 

A man conscious of history, making sense: Henry Moore picking up stones. 

 

  

 Be it a reflection or vehicle materialising ideas, drawing is the first step 

towards the full achievement of a work of art – independently of the media through 

which it actually realises itself.  

 Drawing is the visual language’s writing. To control its subtleties the 

student of fine arts needs to dedicate himself as the child who is getting used to 



the alphabet. Learning how to write is learning how to draw.  

 What may seem to be clear via written language also happens with the non-

visual senses which are visually processed by our brain – a dynamic-synesthesic 

relation between medium-form and message, learning the visual alphabet. The 

artist makes use of this channel to make ideas concrete.  

 

 

“One cannot have an Idea isolated from its form.” Décio Pignatari 

 

 

 Focusing in the peculiarities of the vehicle or of the message is what 

determines the creation of the technique or technology [logiké tékhne – the art of 

reasoning]. The artisan – technique – allies himself to grammar. The artist – 

technology – uses an extra-ordinary syntax. This syntactical re-structuring 

articulated with the vehicle is absolutely determining for the artist who looks for 

invention. This fusion is brought about via abstraction, a channel which unifies 

vehicle and message – form and content. 

 

 

“Form, in its most narrow meaning, is a surface delimitating another one.  

This is the definition of its outer character. But anything exterior  

does also contain, necessarily, an inner element (that, according to the cases, 

appears more or less intensely). Therefore, each form as an inner content. 

 Form is the manifestation of this content.” Wassily Kandinsky 

 

 

 Because it forms itself basically of abstraction, there’s no sophistication in 

drawing - its elements are inherent to the act itself – not necessarily defined 

through conventions. Every excess is noise to be managed in such a way that the 

dialectics of communication be reversive, it must conduct till the object of 

abstraction, objective, and then bring us back out of it, more experienced. This 

journey creates repertoires. Repertory is always an individual conquest, that 

cannot be measured, quantified. None the less, reading a drawing usually does not 

demand repertoires because it utilises an ability to abstract very typical of human 

beings – ability already inscribed in our organic repertory.  

 

 



 Explore, interfere and re-programme the genetic code that forms human 

life is a task that can be achieved in two ways: genetics and drawing. Alphabets 

that make possible the creational syntax of life and of art, they are analogously 

linked:  

 

 The basic unity of the human body is the cell. The basic unity of a drawing 

is the point. The development of the point creates a line. In a foetus, the first 

clear form formed by the developing cells is a sort of line: the spine, the axis 

which supports the body. All members are extensions of the spine and the baby 

grows in relation with and depends on this first line. The drawn body also contains 

this natural architecture – from the spine all the other forms, contours and volumes 

echo.  

 

 

 

 The spine thus represents the basic structure of the human body – in a very 

radical abstract attitude, a single line is everything ones need to draw a human.  

The body of children is completely formed only when they stop crawling and stand 

up – and from now on they only grow up. This metamorphosis which one must 



always suffer reproduces the evolutional process of the homo sapiens. By this age, 

two significant characteristics which differentiates us from the other animals are 

visible: 

 

 - the worldview from a vertical pers-pective, perpendicular to the ground; 

 - the ability to develop language-abstraction.  

 

 The arts pursue the syntax of human beings because they always move 

between their subjects and predicates: PICASSO, PINA BAUSCH, MARINA 

ABRAMOVIC.  

 To explore the potentialities of this technology which dismiss translations is 

a possibility of a fruitful (self) communicative exercise for all those who draw – and 

even for those who do not draw. Working as notes of ideas, it makes possible to 

create a tool in order to sketch, project, compose and choreograph new 

perspectives for the human being – as it has always done throughout history. 

 

 

“Drawing is like making an expressive gesture, with a plus: its permanence. 

The drawing is a sculpture.” Henry Matisse 

 

 

 For plastic artists, to (re)present human beings via drawing means today an 

almost ideological choice in the way of articulating language. A language based on 

argumentations of form, not of style. Desenho [disegno].  

 

 

Alexandre Matos – Spring, 2006. 
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